We show that the uniform measure on triangulations of size n with an Ising configuration biased by the energy of the configuration converges weakly as n → ∞ for the local topology. To do so, for any boundary condition, we establish the algebraicity and the asymptotic behavior of the partition functions of triangulations with spins weighted by their energy. In particular, we show that these partition functions all have the same phase transition at the same critical temperature. Some properties of the limiting object -called the Infinite Ising Planar Triangulation -are derived, including the recurrence of the simple random walk at the critical temperature. * albenque@lix.polytechnique.fr †
Introduction
In 2003, in order to define a model of generic planar geometry, Angel and Schramm studied the limit of uniform triangulations on the sphere, [7] . They proved that this model of random maps converges for the Benjamini-Schramm topology (see [10] ), or local topology, towards the now famous Uniform Infinite Planar Triangulation (or UIPT), a probability distribution on infinite triangulations. Soon after, Angel [5] studied some properties of the UIPT. He established that the volume of the balls the UIPT of radius R scales as R 4 and that the site-percolation threshold is 1/2.
Similar results (but with quite different proofs) were then obtained for quadrangulations by Chassaing and Durhuus [25] and Krikun [43] . Since then, the local limit of random maps has become an active area of research. The UIPT is now a well-understood object: the simple random walk on the UIPT is known to be recurrent [40] , precise estimates about the volume and the perimeter of the balls of radius r are available [33] , geodesic rays share infinitely many cutpoints [34] and percolation is fairly well understood [5, 6, 13, 14, 30, 39] . We refer to the recent survey by Le Gall [45] or the lecture notes by Miermont [51] for nice entry points to this field, and to [55] for a survey of the earlier combinatorial literature on random maps.
The results cited above deal with models of maps that fall in the same "universality class", identified in the physics literature as the class of "pure 2d quantum gravity": the generating series all admit the same critical exponent and the volume of the balls of the local limits of several of those models of random maps are known to grow as R 4 . To capture this universal behavior, a good framework is to consider scaling limits of random maps (of finite or infinite size) in the Gromov Hausdorff topology. Indeed, for a wide variety of models the scaling limit exists and is either the Brownian map [2, 3, 15, 47, 48, 50] or the Brownian plane [8, 31] .
To escape this pure gravity behavior, physicists have long ago understood that one should "couple gravity with matter", that is, consider models of random maps endowed with a statistical physics model: from a combinatorial point of view, evidence for the existence of other universality classes were first given by constructing models, like tree-rooted maps or triangulations endowed with Ising configurations, whose generating series exhibit a different asymptotic behavior at criticality. One of the first such result, and the most relevant for our work, appears in [20] , where Boulatov and Kazakov initiated the study of Ising models on random graphs. They established the existence of a phrase transition, the critical value of the model and the corresponding critical exponents. Their result is based on the expression of the generating series of the model as a matrix integral and the use of orthogonal polynomial methods. Their result was later rederived via bijections with trees by Bousquet-Mélou and the third author [22] and by Bouttier, di Francesco and Guitter [23] , and more recently via a tour-de-force in generatingfunctionology by Bernardi and Bousquet-Mélou [12] building on a seminal series of paper of Tutte on the enumeration of colored maps, synthesized in [57] .
Main results
The aim of this paper is to build on these latter ideas to prove the local convergence of random triangulations endowed with Ising configurations. To state our main result, let us first introduce some terminology. We refer to Section 2.1 for precise definitions. For T a rooted finite triangulation of the sphere, a spin configuration on (the vertices of) T is an application σ : V (T ) → { , ⊕}.
We denote T f the set of finite triangulations endowed with a spin configuration. For (T, σ) ∈ T f , we denote m(T, σ) its number of monochromatic edges. Then, for n ∈ N and ν > 0, let P ν n be the probability distribution supported on elements of T f with 3n edges, defined by:
Writing ν = exp(−2β), this is the probability distribution obtained when sampling a triangulation of size 3n together with a spin configuration on its vertices with a probability proportional to the energy in the Ising model, defined by exp(−β (v,v )∈E(T ) σ(v)σ(v )). In particular, the model is ferromagnetic for ν > 1 and antiferromagnetic for 0 < ν < 1. The case ν = 1 corresponds to uniform triangulations. Following Benjamini and Schramm [10] , we equip the set T f with the local distance d loc . For (T, σ), (T , σ ) in T f , set:
where B R (T, σ) is the submap of T composed by its faces having at least one vertex at distance smaller than R from its root vertex, with the corresponding spins. The only difference with the usual setting is the presence of spins on the vertices and, in addition of the equality of the underlying maps, we require that spins coincide to say that two maps are equal. The closure (T, d loc ) of the metric space (T f , d loc ) is a Polish space and elements of T \ T f are called infinite triangulations with spins. The topology induced by d loc is called the local topology.
Our main probabilistic result is the following result:
Theorem 1. For every ν > 0, the sequence of probability measures P ν n converges weakly for the local topology to a limiting probability measure P ν ∞ supported on one-ended infinite triangulations endowed with a spin configuration.
We call a random triangulation distributed according to this limiting law the Infinite Ising Planar Triangulation with parameter ν or ν-IIPT.
Our approach to prove this convergence result is akin to Angel and Schramm's initial approach for the UIPT: in particular it requires precise information about the asymptotic behavior of the partition function of large Ising triangulations, with an arbitrary fixed boundary condition, see Theorem 5. This result, which does not follow from earlier results [20, 12, 22] , constitutes a significant part of this work and is of independent interest. One of the main technical challenges to obtain this result is to solve an equation with two catalytic variables. This is done in Theorem 10 using Tutte's invariants method, following the presentation of [12] .
As expected, these partition functions all share the same asymptotic behavior, which presents a phase transition for ν equal to ν c := 1 + √ 7/7. This critical value already appeared in [20, 12, 22] , and we call critical IIPT the corresponding limiting object. The study of this critical IIPT is the main motivation for this work, since, as mentioned above, it is believed to belong to a different class of universality than the UIPT. However, these two models share some common features, as illustrated by the following theorem: Theorem 2. The simple random walk on the critical IIPT is almost surely recurrent.
Our strategy to prove this result does not rely on the specificity of ν c , but requires a numerical estimate which prevents us from extending this result to a generic ν. However, the same proof would work for any fixed ν between 0.3 and 2 (see Remark 28) and we conjecture that the IIPT is recurrent for every value of ν.
Finally, as a byproduct of the proof of Theorem 1, we prove a spatial Markov property for the ν-IIPTs (Proposition 23) and some of its consequences. We also provide a new tightness argument (see Lemma 14) that seems simple enough to be adapted to other models since it does not require explicit computations as was the case in previous works.
Connection with other works
Our results should be compared to the recent preprint of Chen and Turunen [28] where they consider random triangulations with spins on their faces, at a critical parameter similar to our ν c and with Dobrushin boundary conditions (i.e. with a boundary formed by two monochromatic arcs, similarly as in Figure 4 ). In the first part of their paper, the authors compute explicitly the partition function of this model by solving its Tutte's equation, obtaining a result comparable to our Theorem 10. While their proof also relies on the elimination of one of their two catalytic variables, it does not use Tutte's invariant like ours. However, as was explained to us by Chen, their algebraicity result and our Theorem 10 are equivalent and can be deduced from one another by a clever argument based on the relation between the Tutte polynomial of a planar map and that of its dual.
In the second part of their paper, Chen and Turunen show that their model has a local limit in distribution when the two components of the Dobrushin boundary tend to infinity one after the other. The fact that they consider these particular boundary conditions allow them to make explicit computations on Boltzmann triangulations and to construct explicitly the local limit using the peeling process along an Ising interface. They also derive some properties of this interface.
At the discrete level the Ising model is closely related via spin cluster interfaces to the O(n) model: this latter model has been studied on triangulations or bipartite Boltzmann maps via a gasket decomposition approach in a series of papers [17, 18, 19, 16, 24, 27] , revealing a remarkable connection with the stable maps of [46] . In particular this approach allows to identify a dense phase, a dilute phase and a generic phase for the loop configuration. We believe that our approach is suitable to study the geometry of the spin clusters of the Ising model and might shed some additional light on this connection with stable maps. We plan to return to this question soon in a sequel of the present paper.
Let us end this introduction by mentioning the conjectured links between models of decorated maps and Liouville Quantum Gravity (LQG), which is a one-parameter family of random measures on the sphere [37] . Physicists believe that most models of decorated maps converge to the LQG for an appropriate value of the parameter. In particular, the Ising model should converge to the √ 3-LQG. Such a convergence has been established in the case of "pure quantum gravity", corresponding to uniform planar maps and γ = 8/3, in the impressive series of papers by Miller and Sheffield [52, 53, 54] . Obtaining such a result for a model of decorated maps outside the pure-gravity class seems out of reach for the moment. However -building on the so-called mating-of-trees approach initiated by Sheffield [56] and which has allowed to obtain various local convergence results for models of decorated maps (see e.g. [26, 42, 11] ) -Gwynne, Holden and Sun [41] managed to prove that for some models of decorated maps, including the spanning-tree decorated maps, bipolar oriented maps and Schnyder wood decorated maps, the volume growth of balls in their local limit is given by the "fractal dimension" d γ , for the conjectured limiting γ-LQG.
The value of d γ is only known in the pure gravity case and d √ 8/3 = 4. For other values of γ, only bounds are available. As of today, the best ones have been established by Ding and Gwynne in [36] . Except when γ is close to 0, these bounds are compatible with Watabiki's famous prediction for d γ [58] :
As far as we understand, the Ising model does not fall into the scope of this mating-of-trees approach and so far, we are not able to derive information on the volume growth of balls in the 
If we believe in the connection between the critical IIPT and √ 3−LQG, this is a strong indication that its volume growth should be bigger than 4. We hope that the present work will provide material for the rigorous study of metric properties of two-dimensional quantum gravity coupled with matter.
A planar map is the embedding of a planar graph in the sphere considered up to sphere homeomorphisms preserving its orientation. Note that loops and multiple edges are allowed. Maps are rooted, meaning that one edge is distinguished and oriented. This edge is called the root edge, its tail the root vertex and the face on its right the root face. A triangulation is a planar map in which all the faces have degree 3 (in the terminology of Angel and Schramm [7] , triangulations with possible loops and multiple edges are called type I triangulations).
More generally, a triangulation with a boundary is a planar map in which all faces have degree 3 except for the root face (which may or may not be simple) and a triangulation of the p-gon is a triangulation whose root face is bounded by a simple cycle and has degree p. Occasionally, we will also consider triangulations with holes, which are planar maps such that every face has degree 3, except for a given number of special faces enclosed by simple paths that will be called holes. The size of a planar map M is its number of edges and is denoted by |M |. Let p be a fixed integer and w = w 1 · · · w p be a word on the alphabet {⊕, }. The set of triangulations of a p-gon of size n is denoted T p n (boundary edges are counted). Likewise, the set of finite triangulations of the p-gon is denoted T p f . Moreover, we write T ω f for the subset of T p f consisting of all triangulations of the p-gon endowed with a spin configuration such that the word on {⊕, } obtained by listing the spins of the vertices incident to the root face, starting with the target of the root edge, is equal to ω (see Figure 1 ).
We now introduce the generating series that will play a central role in this paper and are the subject of our main algebraicity theorem. The generating series of triangulations of a p-gon endowed with an Ising model with parameter ν is defined as:
For every fixed word ω ∈ {⊕, } p , we also set
In particular, the generating series of triangulations of a p-gon with positive boundary we have
where ⊕ p denotes the word made of p times the letter ⊕.
The generating series of the triangulations of the sphere used to normalize the probability P ν n defined by equation (1) in the introduction is linked with generating series of triangulations of the 1-gon and the 2-gon by the following relation:
Indeed, if the root edge of a triangulation of the sphere is not a loop, by opening it we obtain a triangulation of the 2-gon giving the first two terms in the sum (we divide Z ⊕⊕ by ν in order to count the root edge as monochromatic only once). On the other hand, if the root edge is a loop, we can decompose our triangulation into a pair of triangulations of the 1-gon giving the last term in the sum. In both cases, the factor 2/t is here to count the root edge only once and to take into account the fact that the root vertex can have spin (obviously Z ⊕ = Z , Z ⊕⊕ = Z and Z ⊕ = Z ⊕ ), see Figure 2 .
Note that, by Euler's formula, the number of edges of a triangulation of a p-gon is congruent to −p modulo 3. Hence, the series t p Z p (or t p Z ω if ω has length p) can also be seen as series in the variable t 3 that counts the vertices of the triangulation (minus 1). The different generating series corresponding to different boundary conditions will share common features. In particular, the following property is going to be ubiquitous in the rest of the paper: Definition 3. A generating series S(ν, t) is said to be Ising-algebraic (with parameters A, B and C), if the following conditions hold.
1. For any value of ν > 0, S, seen as a series in t 3 , is algebraic and admits a unique dominant singularity ρ ν = (t ν ) 3 , which satisfies:
where P 1 and P 2 are the following two polynomials:
Moreover, ρ ν → +∞ as ν → 0 and ρ νc = 25 √ 7 − 55 864 , 2. The series S satisfies the following singular behavior: there exist non-zero constants A(ν), B(ν) and C(ν) such that:
• For ν = ν c , the critical behavior of S(ν, t) is the standard behavior of planar maps series, with an exponent 3/2.
• But, at ν = ν c , the nature of the singularity changes and:
Ising-algebraic series all share the same asymptotic behavior:
is Ising-algebraic with parameters A, B and C, then for any ν > 0, we have, as n → ∞:
where
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the general transfer theorem [38, Thm VI.3, p.390].
Our main algebraicity theorem is the following:
Similarly, for triangulations of the sphere, we have as n → ∞:
with
Main steps of the proof of Theorem 5
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5. First we recall in Section 2.2 the result of Bernardi and Bousquet-Mélou [12] about triangulations with a (non-simple) boundary of size 1 or 3. We then show how a squeeze lemma-type argument allows to extend their result to various models of triangulations provided that algebraicity is proved. Then, the main piece of work is to prove that the generating series of triangulations of a p-gon with positive boundary conditions are algebraic, see Section 2.3. Finally, a double induction on the length of the boundary and on the number of ⊕ on the boundary allows to conclude the proof, see Section 2.3.3.
Enumerative results for triangulations with a non simple boundary

Generating series of triangulations with a boundary, following [12]
Let Q denote the set of triangulations with a boundary (not necessarily simple), and Q p denote the subset of these triangulations with boundary size p. Following [12] , we define:
and let
An explicit expression for Q 1 and Q 3 has been established by Bernardi and Bousquet-Mélou:
Theorem 6 (Theorem 23 of [12] ). Define U ≡ U (ν, t) as the unique power series in t 3 having constant term 0 and satisfying
Then, there exist explicit polynomials R 1 and R 3 such that:
These explicit expressions allow to study the singularities of the series: Proof. This result is proved in [12] and we only recall here the main steps of their proof. The series U considered as a power series in t 3 has positive coefficients and has a unique dominant singularity ρ ν . For ν = ν c , U has a square root singularity, i.e:
and for ν = ν c , U has a 1/3-singularity, i.e.:
Moreover, it can be checked that for all ν, α(ν) = U (t ν ) < 1/2 so that the series U and (1 − 2U ) −1 have the same unique dominant singularity and a similar singular expansion at ρ ν . The form of tQ 1 and t 3 Q 3 given in (7) implies that their only singularities are those of U . Hence, they share the same asymptotic behavior.
Asymptotic behavior for triangulations by pinching
Let Q p,P be the subset of triangulations with a boundary of length p, whose boundary satisfies a property P depending only on the length, shape and spins of the boundary (in particular not on the vertices, faces or edges in the interior regions). Let Q P p denote the generating function of triangulations in Q p,P . Lemma 8. If Q P p is algebraic then t p Q P p seen as a series in t 3 , admits ρ ν as dominant singularity. In addition, for any ν > 0 and any positive integer p, there exist constants α p (ν), β p (ν) and γ p (ν) such that, Q P p satisfies the following singular expansion at ρ c : into Q 1 n+p+2 (left) and from Q 1 n into Q p,P n+p (right).
Remark 9.
We stress the fact that the Lemma does not state that t p Q P p is Ising-algebraic. Indeed, the simple bounds used in the proof do not rule out the possibility that Q P p as a function of t 3 has other non real dominant singularities and that these singularities induce an oscillatory behavior of [t 3n ]t p Q p,P . This is clearly illustrated with the case of Q 1 (t) when viewed as a function of t instead of t 3 . Therefore, to establish the Ising-algebraicity of t p Q P p with the help of this Lemma, we need to establish that it also has a unique dominant singularity.
Proof. We first observe that there exist positive constants k P p andk P p such that for all n p:
There is indeed an injection from Q p,P n into Q 1 n+p+2 : given an element of Q p,P n , attach a triangle to each side of the boundary, glue all these triangles together and add two edges to create an outerface of the appropriate degree. Conversely, given a boundary satisfying the property P, we insert a triangulation of the 1-gon in one of its internal faces and triangulate the remaining regions, see Figure 3 . This gives an injection from Q 1 n into Q p,P n+p , wherep satisfies 0 p 2p + 2 but depends on the shape of the boundary.
These bounds ensure that ρ ν is a dominant singularity of Q P p and the singular expansion follows from the classification of possible singular behavior of algebraic functions ([38, Thm VII.7 p.498]).
For further use, notice that the case of the generating functions Z p and Q p of triangulations with a boundary (simple or not) of fixed size is included in the statement of the Lemma.
Triangulations with simple boundary
Triangulations with positive boundary conditions
We now state and prove our main technical result.
satisfies the following equation with one catalytic variable:
Pol is an explicit polynomial with integer coefficients, given in (19) .
Proof. The difficulty of this result stems from the fact that we need two catalytic variables to write a functional equation satisfied by Z + . A technical application of Tutte's invariants method, introduced by Tutte (see [57] ) and further developed in [12] allows us to derive the result. All the computations are available in the companion Maple file [1].
1-A functional equation with two catalytic variables:
The series Z + is a series with one catalytic variable. However, it is necessary to introduce a second catalytic variable to study it. Indeed, when writing Tutte-like equations by opening an edge of the boundary, a sign can appear on the newly explored vertex. It is then necessary to take into account triangulations with signs on the boundary. However, things are not hopeless as we can restrict ourselves to triangulations with a boundary consisting of a sequence of ⊕ followed by a sequence of . Indeed, opening on the edge ⊕ of such a triangulation can only produce triangulations with the same type of boundary conditions. Figure 4 illustrates the different possibilities. Now, let us denote Z +,− (x, y) the generating series of triangulations with boundary conditions of the form ⊕ p q with p + q 1, the variable x being the variable for the number of ⊕ and the variable y being the variable for the number of :
Note that this series is symmetric in x and y and Z + (x) = Z +,− (x, 0). We also need the specialization Figure 4 translate into the following system of equations:
2-Kernel method:
Following the classical kernel method, we write:
and
The next step is to find two distinct formal power series
with coefficients in Q(x) which cancel the kernel, ie such that K(x, Y i (x)) = 0, for i = 1, 2. However, the equation K(x, Y (x)) = 0 can be written
and we can see that it has a unique solution in Q(x)[[t]] by computing inductively its coefficients in t. To get a second solution, we relax the hypothesis and ask for series
Note that this is possible because the series Z + (y/t) is a well defined power series in t: indeed, the polynomial in x given by [t n ](tZ + (x)) has degree at most n − 1, except for n = 2 which has the term νt 2 x 2 for the map reduced to a single edge. Following advice given by Bernardi and Bousquet-Mélou in [12] , we perform the change of variables x = t + at 2 because of the term t/x in the Kernel. The kernel equation now reads
solution of this last equation, its constant term is either 0 or a/ν, and its coefficients in t can then be computed inductively. This shows that the kernel equation has indeed two distinct solutions
-Computation of invariants
By writing
Following Tutte we say that the quantity
is an invariant since it takes the same value for Y 1 and Y 2 and we note this common value I. To find a second invariant we have to dig deeper and look at all the other equations. First, notice that since
Using equation (9) linking Z + (y), Z +,− 1 (y) and y together with the expression of I, we can express Z +,− 1 (Y i /t) in terms of Y 1 , Y 2 and I:
We can now use either of these last two identities to express x and Z +,− 1 (x) in terms of Y i and I:
Using once again the kernel equation, we can express Z + (x) in terms of x, Y 1 and Z + (Y 1 /t) and therefore solely in terms of Y 1 , Y 2 and I:
Finally, putting our expressions (11), (12) and (13) into the second equation of (9) verified by Z + (x) gives an equation linking Y 1 , Y 2 and I:
At this point, we almost have a second invariant and just have to isolate Y 1 and Y 2 in (14) to get it. Following the guidelines of [12] , we want to perform a change of variables to transform equation (14) into an equation of the form
First, setting Y i = X i − 1 3 β(I) yields the following:
Now, setting
We have equation (15) and thus
Now we just have to transform the last equation into an equality with no radicals
to get our second invariant
Of course, if we eliminate from J(y) the terms depending on y only through I(y), we still get an invariant. It is given by
The two invariants J and J contain the same information and we will work with J to shorten computations.
-J is a polynomial function of I
Borrowing again from Tutte and Bernardi-Bousquet Mélou [12] , we now show that J(y) is a polynomial in I(y) with explicit coefficients depending only on ν and t. To that aim, we first notice that from expression (10) we can easily write
where R(y) is a series having no pole at y = 0. Hence, from the form ofJ, we can find Laurent series C 0 (t), C 1 (t) and C 2 (t) (depending on ν) such that the series
has coefficients in t which are rational in y and vanish at y = 0. The computations of these coefficients is straightforward: we first eliminate the term in 1/y 2 of J(y) , then the term in 1/y of J(y) − C 2 (t) I(y) 2 and finally the constant term of J(y) − C 2 (t) I(y) 2 − C 1 (t) I(y). The explicit values of the C i 's are:
We see from the expressions of the C i 's and of I(y) and J(y) that H(y) is in fact a power series in t with coefficients that vanish at y = 0. Supposing that H(y) is not 0, we can write
On the one hand we have t 0 Y 1 = 0 so that [t n 0 ] H(Y 1 ) = 0. On the other hand, t 0 Y 2 = a ν and, h n 0 (y) is different from 0 by assumption and does not depend on a since H itself does not. Therefore we have H(Y 1 ) = H(Y 2 ) which contradicts the fact that H(y) is an invariant. This means that H(y) = 0.
-And finally an equation with only one catalytic variable!
Now, replacing in the invariant equation (17) each C i by its value gives an equation for satisfied by I(y):
Replacing I(y) by its expression (10) and performing the change of variable y → ty finally yields an equation with one catalytic variable for M :
This equation reads
Algebraicity and singularity of triangulations with positive boundary
The equation with one catalytic variable (8) could be solved by the general methods of Bousquet-Mélou and Jehanne [21] or even by guess and check à la Tutte. We can also rely on the expressions for Q 1 and Q 3 , obtained in [12] and recalled in Theorem 6, to solve it and even obtain a rational parametrization of Z + , see [1] . However, we will only need the following result: Proposition 11. Recall from Theorem 6, that U ≡ U (ν, t) is the unique power series in t having constant term 0 and satisfying (6) . Then, each series Z ⊕ p = Z + p is algebraic over Q[ν, U ]. More precisely there exist polynomials R ν p in U whose coefficients are rational in ν, such that, for all p 1:
Proof. We proceed by induction on p, the result is clear for Z + 1 (which is equal to Q 1 ) by Theorem 6. For p = 2, on the one hand, we can write a Tutte-like equation for triangulations contributing to Z ⊕⊕ and to Z ⊕ . Peeling the root edge of those triangulations yields the following equality:
Since Q 1 (t)Q 2 (t) enumerates the triangulations with a boundary of length 3 rooted on a loop with spin ⊕, we also have
On the other hand, Z ⊕⊕ (t) + Z ⊕ (t) enumerates the triangulations with a simple boundary of length 2 and hence:
Combining these two relations and Q 1 (t) = νtQ 2 (t), we obtain the following expression for
which, with the expressions of tQ 1 and t 3 Q 3 given in Theorem 6, implies the statement for t 6 · t 2 Z + 2 . We now carry out an induction. By the result of Theorem 10, and more precisely by setting y ← ty in equation (18) and then dividing it by t 2 , we get:
For p 3, identifying the coefficients of y p on both sides leads to The expression in terms of U should be clear from this last equation.
With these expressions of the series Z + p in terms of U , following the exact same chain of arguments as in the proof of Proposition 7, we obtain the next crucial result: Corollary 12. For any p, the series Z + p is Ising-algebraic.
Triangulations of the p−gon with arbitrary fixed boundary condition
Our starting point is the standard root-edge deletion equation for triangulations of a p-gon with a given boundary word.
Proposition 13.
Let ω be a non-empty word on {⊕, } and let a, b be in {⊕, }, then we have:
Proof. Let T be an element of T bωa f . Figure 5 illustrates the 4 possibilities for the configuration of the inner face incident to the root-edge of T (i.e. the edge between the spins a and b by our rooting convention). The deletion of the root edge of T translates into the following equation for the corresponding generating series:
which yields (20) .
We can finally prove our main algebraicity result:
Proof of Theorem 5. From Equation (20) and Proposition 11, we see by induction on |ω| and on the number of in ω that all the series Z ω are algebraic and Corollary 8 applies. Again the same induction allows then to check that that no non-positive dominant singularity can appear in any of the Z ω .
Local weak convergence of large triangulations 3.1 Local weak topology and tightness of the root degree
To prove Theorem 1, we will first prove that the sequence of probability measures {P ν n } is tight for the topology of local convergence. Fix (l r ) r 1 a sequence of positive real numbers, denote K (lr) the subset of T defined by:
Then, K lr is a compact subset of (T , d loc ). To prove tightness, we will therefore prove that for every r the maximum degree L r in a ball of radius r for a random triangulation with law P ν n are tight with respect to n. First, let us do so for the root vertex degree. Lemma 14. Let X n be the degree of the root vertex under P ν n . The sequence of random variables (X n ) n 1 is tight. Remark 15. In Section 5.2, we will prove that the limiting distribution of the X n 's has exponential tails for ν = ν c (and the proof works in fact for ν close enough to ν c , see the remark following Proposition 27) . It may be possible to extend this statement to every X n , with a uniform exponential upper bound for the tails. This is usually the approach to prove tightness results in random maps (see for example Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 in [7] ).
It turns out that things become fairly technical in our setting and we are still unable to prove exponential tails for every value of ν. However, though a much weaker statement, Lemma 14 is sufficient to prove tightness and moreover has a very simple and robust proof that we were not able to find in the literature.
Proof of Lemma 14.
Fix n 1 and ν > 0. To simplify notation, we write P instead of P ν n . We define P as a random triangulation distributed according law P with a marked uniform edge. That is, for any triangulation of the sphere T with 3n edges and any edge e of T , we set
Denote δ the root vertex and e the marked edge of a triangulation sampled according to P. We have:
where we used the fact that an edge adjacent to the root vertex can contribute to its degree by at most 2. Now, by duplicating and opening the marked edge and the root edge (see Figure 6 ), we can see that there is an injection from the set of triangulations of size 3n with a marked edge adjacent to the root vertex into triangulations with no marked edges. More precisely, we have the following cases when cutting along the two edges:
• Both edges are not loops. We get either a triangulation of the 4-gon or a pair of triangulations of the 2-gon if the edges have the same endpoints.
• Both edges are loops. We get either a pair of triangulations of the 1-gon if the marked edge is the root edge or a triplet of triangulations otherwise (two of the 1-gon and one of the 2-gon).
• One edge is a loop and not the other. We get a pair of triangulations, one of the 1-gon and one of the 3-gon. Therefore, taking into account every case and the possible creation of new monochromatic edges, we have,
Together with equation (21), this yields that E [deg(δ)] is bounded with n giving the tightness of the sequence of random variables.
To go from the tightness of the root degree to the tightness of the maximal degree in balls, we need some sort of invariance of the root degree by re-rooting. We will see in Section 3.2 that in fact, the distribution of the maps themselves are invariant under rerooting along a simple random walk, which is more than we need (see Lemma 16) . This is the purpose of the next Section.
Invariance along a simple random walk and tightness
To formally introduce an invariance property by rerooting, we need some additional notation. Let T be a rooted triangulation with spins (finite or infinite) and denote by e 0 the oriented root edge. A simple random walk on T is an infinite random sequence (e 0 , e 1 , . . .) of oriented edges of T defined recursively as follows. Conditionally given (e i , 0 i k), we let e k+1 be an oriented edge whose origin is the endpoint e + k of e k chosen uniformly among the deg(e + k ) possible choices. We denote by P T the law of the sequence (e 0 , e 1 , . . .), which is just a simple random walk on T started at the root edge. Finally, if e is an oriented edge of T , we denote by T (e) the triangulation T re-rooted at e.
For any pair (T, (e 0 , e 1 , . . .)) consisting of a triangulation of T and a simple walk started at the root edge, we can define the shift operator Θ by Θ(T, (e 0 , e 1 , . . .)) = (T (e 1 ) , (e 1 , e 2 , . . .)).
Therefore, if λ is a probability distribution on T , we can denote by Θ (k) (λ) the distribution of a random triangulation sampled according to λ and re-rooted at the k-th step of a simple random walk with a slight abuse of notation by forgetting the rest of the walk. It is defined by (d(e 0 , e 1 , . . .) ) 1 {T (e k ) ∈A} for every Borel subset A of T . We invite the interested reader to check the work of Aldous and Lyons [4] where this framework is introduced for any unimodular measure (see also [9, 29, 35] for related discussions specific to random maps).
The following Lemma is an easy adaptation of Proposition 19 of [35] and its proof is mutatis mutandis the same. See also Theorem 3.2 of [7] for an analogous statement with a slightly different proof. We insist on the fact that this result holds independently of the tightness or convergence of the measures P ν n .
Lemma 16. The laws P ν n and any of their subsequential limit P ν ∞ are invariant under re-rooting along a simple random walk in the sense that for every k 0 and any n ∈ N ∪ {∞} we have Θ (k) (P ν n ) = P ν n .
Proof. See the proof of of Proposition 19 of [35] , which carries word for word in our setting. 
Proof of Theorem 1
As in the previous section, thanks to the behavior of our generating series, things are not much more complicated than in the uniform setting and we can follow the original approach of Angel and Schramm [7] . Recall the definition of rigid triangulations (see [7, Section 4.2] for details), which are triangulations with holes such that one cannot fill the holes in two different ways to obtain the same triangulation of the sphere. First we show that subsequential limits of the P ν n 's share common properties. This Proposition is analogous to [7, Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 4.10] and the proofs are almost identical, so we only give the main arguments. Proposition 18. Every subsequential limit P of (P ν n ) n 1 has almost surely one end. In addition, for every finite rigid triangulation ∆ with boundary condition ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω ) and no common edge between the holes we have
where we recall that the constants κ and κ ω are defined in Theorem 5. Moreover, the probability that the i-th hole contains the infinite part of the triangulation is the i-th term in the sum.
Proof. First, the one-endedness is an easy adaptation of Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 of [7] . Indeed, if a subsequential limit has more than one end then, under this law, there exists k > 0 and ε > 0 such that there is a loop of length k containing the root that separates the triangulation into two infinite parts with probability larger than ε. This in turns means that for any integer A and infinitely many n, the probability under P ν n to have a loop of length k containing the root that separates the triangulation into two parts with at least A edges each is larger than say ε/2. Denote by L(k, A) such an event. Its probability under P ν n is given by
where the first sum is to fix the spins of the loop and the term ν −m(ω) is there to avoid counting monochromatic edges of the loop twice and the number of edges on each side of the loop is 3n i − k including the boundary. From Theorem 5, we know that the coefficients in the above identity all share the same asymptotic behavior and we have, if A is large enough and for some constant depending only on ν and k: P ν n (L(k, A) ) Cst
with α being 5/2 or 7/3 depending on ν. A classical analysis of the right hand side of (23) shows that this probability is of order O A −α+1 and thus goes to 0, meaning that the triangulation cannot have more that one end. The second statement is a straightforward computation. Indeed, by decomposing triangulations T such that ∆ ⊂ T into ∆ a triangulations with respective boundaries ω 1 , . . . , ω and avoiding counting edges on the boundary of ∆ twice we get
with α(ν) = 5/2 or 7/3 depending on ν. This in turn yields
finishing the proof.
Theorem 1] now follows directly from the tightness of the laws P ν n (Proposition 17) and from Proposition 18 which implies that the sequence has a unique possible subsequential limit.
Basic properties of the limit
We introduce another probability distribution on the set of finite triangulations, denoted P bol and called the Boltzmann law. This probability measure is often found to be of central importance in local limits of planar maps. For example it appears in the limiting law of uniform triangulations without spins in [7] where it is called the free distribution, or in [33] .
Definition 19. The critical Boltzmann distribution P bol is a probability measure on the set of finite triangulations defined by
.
for all T ∈ T f (recall that Z(ν, t ν ) is finite thanks to Theorem 5. We will always denote by T bol a Boltzmann triangulation of the sphere, that is a random finite triangulation of the sphere with law P bol . For any finite word ω on {⊕, }, define similarly the probability measure P ω bol on T ω f by setting
for any T ∈ T ω . We call a random triangulation with law P ω bol a Boltzmann triangulation with boundary condition ω and denote it T ω bol .
Boltzmann triangulations satisfy the following spatial Markov property:
Proposition 20 (Spatial Markov property for Boltzmann triangulations). For any finite and rigid triangulation K with p 1 holes without common edges and respective boundary spins
where ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω p ) is the spin configuration on the boundaries of the holes of K.
In addition, conditionally on the event {K ⊂ T bol }, the parts of T bol filling each hole of K are independent random triangulations with a boundary, distributed as Boltzmann triangulations with respective boundary conditions given by ω.
Proof. This is a straightforward computation, analogous to the one performed in the proof of Proposition 18. Indeed, a finite triangulation T such that K ⊂ T can be decomposed into K and a collection of triangulations with respective boundary conditions ω i . This yields:
proving the first claim.
To prove the second claim, fix T 1 , . . . , T p some finite triangulations with respective boundary conditions ω 1 , . . . , ω p . Then:
which concludes the proof.
Proposition 20 allows to interpret the ball probabilities (22) as an absolute continuity relation between P ∞ and P bol . Indeed, for ∆ a ball of radius r of some finite triangulation and ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω ) its boundary words, this probability can be written
This observation motivates the following definition: (ω 1 , . . . , ω (T,r) ) to be the spin configurations on the boundary of B r (T ). We define
Inspired by [33, Theorem 4] , formula (24) can be directly reformulated as follows:
The random process (M r (T bol )) r 0 is a martingale with respect to the filtration generated by (B r (T bol )) r 0 . Moreover, if F is any nonnegative measurable function on the set of triangulations with holes, we have for every r 1
We conclude this section by stating the spatial Markov property for the IIPT. First, we need to introduce the analog of the IIPT for triangulations with fixed boundary condition. Let ω be a non empty word on {⊕, }. We can define the probability measure P ω n on T ω 3n−|ω| by
A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that the sequence (P ω n ) n 1 converges weakly in (T ω , d loc ) to a probability measure supported on one-ended infinite triangulations with boundary condition ω. We denote this limiting probability measure by P ω ∞ and call it the law of the Ising Infinite Planar Triangulation with boundary condition ω. As in the uniform setting, this law appears naturally in the spatial Markov property of the IIPT: Proposition 23 (Spatial Markov property for the IIPT). Fix K a finite rigid triangulation with holes (the holes can have common vertices but have no common edges) and endowed with a spin configuration such that the boundary conditions of its holes are given by ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω ). On the event {K ⊂ T ∞ }, let us denote by T i the component of T ∞ inside the i'th hole of K. Then almost surely only one of these components is infinite and the probability that it is T i is given by
Finally, if we fix i ∈ {1, . . . , }, conditionally on the event {K ⊂ T ∞ , T j is finite for j = i} 1. The random triangulations with boundary conditions (T j ) 1 j are independent;
2. The random triangulation T i is distributed as the IIPT with boundary condition ω i ; 3. For j = i, the random triangulation T j is distributed as a Boltzmann triangulation with boundary condition ω j .
Proof. Everything follows directly from Proposition 18.
The critical IIPT is almost surely recurrent 5.1 Generating series of triangulations with simple boundary
We start with a technical lemma about the generating series of triangulations with simple boundary. For every p > 0, we set κ p = |ω|=p κ ω . Since we only use this Lemma to prove Theorem 2 and since our proof of this Theorem does not work for all ν (see Remark 28), we restrict ourselves to ν = ν c for the sake of simplicity.
Lemma 24.
At ν = ν c , the series p 1 κ p y p has radius of convergence y c with y c = 3 5 (1 +
. with t 3 = t 3 νc (1 − x) and lim x→0 + ε(y, x) = 0. Now the series Z(t, ty) is the unique formal power series solution of an explicit algebraic equation P (Z(t, ty), y, U (t)) = 0 (27) for some polynomial P (z, y, u) of degree 4 in z, and U (t) is the series introduced in Theorem 6: this equation can be deduced from [12, Lemma 31] using the fact that our Z(t, ty) is exactly the series R(0, ty) there. In particular we shall consider the unique formal power series ζ(y, u) solution of the equation P (ζ(y, u), y, u) = 0 (28) so that, as formal power series, Z(t, ty) = ζ(y, U (t)).
In particular Z(t, ty) as a complex function can be identified near the origin (t, y) = (0, 0) with the branch of the analytic variety defined by P having the expected Taylor expansion. We will use this to prove in Lemma 25 that Z(t, y) is analytic in a polydisc D(0, t νc ) × D(0, y c ) and singular at the point (t νc , y c ), where y c is as in Lemma 24.
On the other hand using Equation (27) (or Equation (28)) we can study each branchZ(t, ty) of the analytic variety defined by P near the point t = t νc , and derive explicit descriptions of their coefficients in an expansioñ Z(t, ty) =Ã(y) +B(y)x +C(y)x 4/3 (1 + ε(y, x) )
. Indeed taking t = t νc in Equation (27) or u = U c := U (t νc ) in Equation (28) we obtain an algebraic equation satisfied byÃ(y) =Z(t νc , t νc y) = ζ(y, U c ). Moreover we will identifyB (y) = lim t→tc (Z(t νc , t νc y) −Ã(y))(t c − t) −1 and
in terms of partial derivatives of P evaluated at z =Ã(y) and u = U (t νc ):
for some explicit polynomial P B and P C . Finally the positivity properties of Z(t, ty) allow to discriminate between the possible branches and characterize A(y) as the unique power formal series in the variable y such that , and singular at (t νc , y c ).
Proof. On the one hand, this formal power series is by definition an element of Q(ν c )[y][[t]], and for |y| 1 the series is term-by-term dominated by the series Z 3 (ν c , |t|). Indeed, since ν c > 1,
where ∆(T ) denotes the triangulation obtained by triangulating the outer face of T from a new vertex. Since Z 3 has radius of convergence t νc we already know that:
• Z(t, ty) is absolutely convergent in the polydisc D(0, t νc ) × D(0, 1).
For any fixed y, let t c (y) denote the radius of convergence of the series Z(t, ty) in the variable t.
In view of the positivity of the coefficients of Z(t, ty), the function t c (y) is a weakly decreasing function of y for y positive, and it is at most equal to t νc since t νc is the radius of convergence of t · Z 1 (ν c , t) = [y]Z(t, ty): in particular t c (y) = t νc for y ∈ (0, 1). For any y > 0, Z(t, ty) is a series with positive coefficients, so by Pringsheim theorem it must be singular at t = t c (y). In particular if t c (y) < t νc , then U (t) is regular in D(0, t c (y)) and, as a function of u, ζ(y, u) admits an analytic continuation in an open domain containing (0, U (t c (y))) and it is singular at u c (y) = U (t c (y)). Since U (t) itself has positive coefficients it is an increasing function of t and u c (y), like t c (y), must be a weakly decreasing function of y, with u c (y) = U (t νc ) for y ∈ (0, 1).
As a consequence of the previous analysis we can look for u c (y) among the decreasing branches in the root variety of the discriminant ∆(y, u) = discrim z P (z, y, u) with respect to z of the polynomial P (z, y, u) . This discriminant factors into three irreducible factors of degree at most three in y, that can thus be explicitly analyzed: for y < y c = 3 5 (1 + √ 7), all real positive branches have either u > U (t νc ) or are increasing. At y = y c , three discriminant branches meet with u = U (t νc ) which is the minimal positive root of ∆(y c , u). We therefore conclude that t c (y) = t νc for y ∈ (0, y c ), or in other terms:
• For any fixed y ∈ (0, y c ), the series Z(t, ty) has radius of convergence t νc .
As discussed above, Z(t, ty) is analytic in the polydisc (t, y) ∈ D(0, t c ) × D(0, 1), and continuous on its adherence. Equation (27) is in particular valid at t = t νc , where we obtain an explicit equation P c (Z(t νc , t νc y) = P (Z(t νc , t νc y), y, U (t νc )) = 0. (29) near y 1 shows moreover that there is a unique positive branch at y = y 1 which is singular. By Pringsheim's theorem, y 1 is therefore the radius of convergence of the series Z(t νc , t νc y). In view again of the positivity of the coefficients of Z(t, ty) the radius of convergence y c (t) of Z(t, ty) for t ∈ [0, t νc ] is a decreasing function with y c (t νc ) = y 1 . In particular:
• For any fixed t ∈ (0, t c ], the series Z(t, ty) has radius of convergence y 1 . Now using again the positivity of the coefficients of the series, the two properties above imply that (see [38, Appendix B.8 ])
• the series Z(t, ty) is analytic in the larger domain D(0, t c ) × D(0, y 1 ).
Root degree distribution and recurrence
Since the IIPT is the local weak limit of uniformly rooted maps, by Gurel Gurevich and Nachmias [40] , it is enough to prove that the root degree (i.e. the number of half-edges incident to the root) distribution of the IIPT has exponential tails.
To study this degree, let us have a look at the structure of the hull of radius 1 around the root, see Figure 7 for an illustration. This hull, denoted by B 1 (T ∞ ) is by definition the ball B 1 (T ∞ ) completed by the finite connected components of T ∞ \ B 1 (T ∞ ). It is therefore a triangulation (with spins) with one hole, which corresponds to the part of ∂B 1 (T ∞ ) separating the root vertex from infinity in the map. Such maps (or more precisely slight modifications) are called triangulations of the cylinder, and have been extensively studied in [32, 34, 44, 49 ] to which we refer for a more detailed analysis. In particular, each edge of ∂B 1 (T ∞ ) belongs to a face of T ∞ having the root vertex as third vertex. The slots between two consecutive such faces are filled with independent Boltzmann triangulations with the proper boundary conditions. See Figure 7 for an illustration. The degree of the root vertex in T ∞ is then the sum of the degrees of the root vertex of each of these Boltzmann triangulations filling the slots of the hull of radius 1. Therefore, we only have to prove that the distribution of the root degree of these Boltzmann triangulations and the boundary length |∂B 1 (T ∞ )| have exponential tails, which is done in Propositions 26 and 27.
Proposition 26.
There exist two constants c > 0 and λ < 1 such that for every p 1,
Proof. As illustrated in Figure 7 and described above, the hull of radius 1 can be decomposed into its faces sharing an edge with the boundary and slots. The slots are filled with Boltzmann triangulations of the 2-gon with boundary condition (⊕, ⊕) or (⊕, ). Special care has to be taken if the root is a loop, then the slot containing it, is slightly different and can be decomposed into a Boltzmann triangulation of the 1-gon and a Boltzmann triangulation of the 3-gon with boundary condition (⊕, ω 1 , ⊕), where ω = ω 1 . . . ω p gives the boundary condition of the hull of radius 1. The spatial Markov property stated in Proposition 23 hence yields:
where the constant does not depend on p. And the result follows since
from the value of y c given in Lemma 24.
Let us now turn our attention to the root-degree of Boltzmann triangulations.
Proposition 27.
Let ω be a non-empty word on {⊕, } and D ω be the degree of the root of a Boltzmann triangulation with boundary condition ω and parameter ν = ν c . Then, there exist two constants c and λ < 1, such that, for every ω and every k 1, P (D ω k) c λ k .
Remark 28. The following proof of this proposition does not work for all values of ν. However, numerical computations show that it should work for ν ranging from 0.3 to 2.07, therefore most of the proof is written for a generic ν. The missing part to state the result for these values of ν is an argument to prove that the spectral radius of M defined in (30) remains smaller than 1. When the exploration is complete, every edge adjacent to the root edge is discovered, and each exploration step (taking into account the steps of every branch of the exploration) increases the degree by 1 or 2 (for loops). Therefore, the degree of the root vertex of T ω bol is bounded from above by twice the total number of particles in a multitype branching process B where the types of the particles are words in {⊕, } N ending by ⊕ (which is always the spin of the root vertex) and whose transition probabilities are given by:
• Case 1: A particle of type (a, ⊕) has no child with probability ν 1(a=⊕) t ν Z a⊕ (ν, t ν ) .
• Case 2: A particle of type ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω p ) has one child of type aω with probability ν 1(ω 1 =ωp) t ν Z aω (ν, t ν ) Z ω (ν, t ν ) .
• Case 3a: A particle of type ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω p ) with p > 1 has one child of type (ω i , . . . , ω p ) with i < p with probability ν 1(ω 1 =ωp) t ν Z (ω 1 ,...,ω i ) (ν, t ν ) · Z (ω i ,...,ωp) (ν, t ν ) Z ω (ν, t ν ) .
• Case 3b: A particle of ω has two children of respective types ⊕ and ω with probability
The branching process B has an infinite number of types, which makes it difficult to analyze. We introduce another branching process, denoted B , that stochastically dominates B and has only finitely many types (and as few as possible!). Since only particles of type a⊕ can die and branching always give birth to particles of type ⊕, we keep these three types and group types of length larger than two together. To get an interesting bound, we end up keeping five types, denoted ⊕, ⊕⊕, ⊕, Ω ⊕ ⊕, Ω ⊕, where the last two regroup the corresponding original types of length larger than two.
The offspring distributions for types ⊕, ⊕⊕, and ⊕ in B are the same as for B where all particles of type length larger than three are merged. Namely :
• An individual of type ⊕ has: -Two children of type ⊕ with probability νt ν Z ⊕ (ν, t ν ).
-One child of type a⊕ with probability νt ν Z a⊕ (ν, t ν ) Z ⊕ (ν, t ν ) .
• An individual of type a⊕ has:
-No children with probability ν 1(a=⊕) t ν Z a⊕ (ν, t ν ) .
-One child of type a⊕ with probability ν 1(a=⊕) t ν Z ⊕ (ν, t ν ).
-Two children of types ⊕ and a⊕ with probability ν 1(a=⊕) t ν Z ⊕ (ν, t ν ).
-One child of type Ωa⊕ with probability 1 − ν 1(a=⊕) t ν Z a⊕ (ν, t ν ) − 2 ν 1(a=⊕) t ν Z ⊕ (ν, t ν ).
For individuals of type Ωa⊕, since only individuals of type a⊕ can die, we want the probability of giving birth to such particles to be smaller in B than in B. However for the process B, if ω is a non empty word, the probability that a particle of type ωa⊕ has a child of type a⊕ is
To get a lower bound (independent on ω) for these probabilities, we use the functional equations of Proposition 13 evaluated at t = t ν :
which gives:
Hence, the offspring distribution of an individual of type Ωa⊕ in B is defined by:
• An individual of type Ωa⊕ has:
-One child of type a⊕ with probability (1 ∧ ν) 2 t 2 ν Z a⊕ (ν, t ν ) 1 − 2 (1 ∧ ν) t ν Z ⊕ (ν, t ν ) .
-Two children of types ⊕ and Ωa⊕ with probability (1 ∨ ν) t ν Z ⊕ (ν, ρ ν ).
-One child of type Ωa⊕ with probability 1−(1∨ν)
The second probability is taken to be larger than the branching probability in B (hence the factor (1 ∨ ν).
With these choices, one can couple a branching process B started with a single particle of type t (ending by ⊕) and a branching process B , started with a single particle of type ⊕ if t = ⊕, of type a⊕ if t = a⊕ with a ∈ {⊕, }, or of type Ωa⊕ if t has length at least 3 and ends with a⊕, so that the total number of particles in B is larger than the total number of particles in B.
The matrix of the mean number of children of each type for B with the ordering (⊕, ⊕⊕, Ω ⊕ ⊕, ⊕, Ω ⊕) is given by (all generating series Z ω are evaluated at t ν ):
To finish the proof of the proposition, we check that the spectral radius of M is strictly smaller than 1. Since we have explicit formulas for each quantity appearing in M , we can easily compute its spectral radius at any specified ν. For ν = ν c , we obtain 0.98985 < 1!
